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ABSTRACT
CUTTING EDGE DESIGN FOR LENS CAPSULE REMOVAL
Vaishnavi Tirumala, MS
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Dr. Federico Sciammarella, Director

The objective of this thesis is to design and manufacture a low cost cutting edge device
that would be used in the creation of an opening in the lens capsule for cataract surgery. CAD
model is designed that would be collapsible but will retain its original shape when in full
expansion. Static structural analysis is performed on the design to estimate the amount of
pressure subjected on the cutting edge to penetrate the lens capsule when a perpendicular force is
applied on it. Three-dimensional laser printing is used to create prototypes of the design, which
are used for testing of the device. Selection of material and appropriate manufacturing process
for the cutting edge is determined that would decrease the cost of the product and make it
affordable to countries that cannot meet the expense of the laser-assisted cataract surgeries.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction of Cataract
Cataract is the phenomena when the crystalline lens in the eye gets cloudy, reducing the
ability to see clearly, which may also lead to complete loss of vision. There are different types of
cataracts and in the present thesis we are dealing with the congenital cataracts.
1.1.1 Congenital cataract
Babies who are born with cataracts or who developed them in childhood due to genetic
disorders such as Down’s syndrome, Edward’s syndrome, etc; come under this category. In this
thesis, a cutting edge design is created which can be useful for the children with congenital
cataracts. In children, the lens is very fragile and is less stable making it difficult for the surgeon
to perform the cutting step manually. A great surgeon’s skill is required to perform this step. The
laser cataract surgery can be used to create the cuts but it uses ultrasonic vibrations to cut the
capsule which can be harmful in this case. Lasers are also expensive and not affordable by
developing and underdeveloped countries. Hence, there is need for a cutting blade which can
create a circular opening of 5mm without the use of lasers and the surgeon’s skill.
1.2 Capsulorrhexis
In the present thesis, the cutting edge is designed to perform the capsulorrhexis in the
cataract surgery. Capsulorrhexis is the phenomena of cutting the lens capsule to have access to
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the lens. Lens capsule is the outer membrane of the lens and to remove the cataract on the lens
the lens capsule has to be removed first. A Lens capsule doesn’t have uniform thickness
throughout its perimeter and the thickness varies with respect to age. The capsule is generally
thicker in the early stage and the force required to cut the lens capsule at this stage is high.
1.3 Devices Required for Manual Surgery
A Cartridge is used to insert the lens through the corneal incisions. The delivery is
performed in a syringe style. The inner side of the cartridge is lubricated to deliver the lens
smoothly. As shown in Figure 1, the cartridge grips on both sides are used for proper handling
into inserter. The micro tip in the beginning is used to deliver through the unenlarged incision.
The loading zone through which the lens is loaded into the cartridge is broad to introduce the
lens unit. In the present thesis the cutting edge designed for cataract surgery is inserted in to
cartridge. Through the cartridge, the cutting edge is introduced on to the lens capsule to perform
capsulorrhexis. As the cutting edge passes through the micro tip, it has to collapse from 5mm
diameter to 2.5mm diameter. Due to this the designing of the cutting edge is more complex. It is
challenging to design this device and fabricate as it has to be rigid and strong to be able to
penetrate on to the lens and at the same time it should be flexible enough to change its shape
when it has to collapse into a diameter of 2.5mm.
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Figure 1:

Cartridge and its parts.
1.4 Material and Bio Mechanical Properties of Lens Capsule

The material properties of the lens capsule are necessary to perform the static structural
analysis on the cutting edge to see the total depth of penetration in the lens capsule by the cutting
edge when a load of 24.7 N is applied on it and also record the equivalent stresses on the cutting
edge to evaluate the structural integrity of the cutting edge.
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1.4.1 Thickness of lens capsule
Michael R, et al., [1] investigated the “Human Lens Capsule thickness as a function of
age and location along the sagittal perimeter”. 26 Human donor lenses in a range of 12 –
103years were chosen for this investigation. The sagittal sections which were the integral part of
this study were stained for collagen using the periodic acid- Schiff (PAS). PAS is an enzyme that
breaks down the glycogen. A photomicroscope and 25x objective was used to capture the serial
images at the lens border. The thickness of the capsule is measured along the entire lens
perimeter at every 250 micro m. The capsule is found to be thicker at the anterior lens pole
which increases with age and thinnest at posterior lens pole which reduces with age. In the
capsule, maximum thickness is found out at the anterior midperiphery which is the central part of
zonular insertion and local thinning is observed at pre-equatorial zone which is independent of
age. The measure of capsule thickness at different locations along the sagittal perimeter is
mentioned in table 1.
Table 1
Results of Humans Lens Capsule Thickness
Anterior Pole

0.11 – 0.15 mm

Posterior Pole

0.9 – 0.4 mm

Anterior Midperiphery

0.15 – 0.16 mm

Pre-Equatorial Zone

0.7 mm [At equator]

This research was used to design the lens capsule in the ANSYS [8] software. These values
present a range starting with the thickness in the children to the thickness at the older age. In
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ANSYS a thickness of 0.15mm is considered for the lens capsule. At the anterior midperiphery
the thickness is maximum due to which a maximum force is required to cut the lens capsule at
that location. Hence to check the structural integrity of cutting edge the thickness in children at
that location is considered.

1.4.2 Mechanical properties of the lens capsule
Krag S [2] explained the “Mechanical properties of the human posterior lens capsule”.
The excimer lasers were used to obtain the tissue rings from the posterior lens capsule and these
specimens were created from 25 human donor eyes which were collected from an eye bank. As
the age of the donors ranged from 1-94 years the properties of eye were measured with respect to
age too. The capsular thickness was evaluated by calculating the difference among the
microspherules which are located on the surfaces of the lens capsule. The thickness increases
with increase in age. Load and deformation of the capsule were found while stretching it at a
constant rate using motorized micropositioner. The results obtained through this experiment are
represented in table 2.
Table 2
Results of Mechanical Properties of Lens Capsule
Ultimate Strain

101% to 34%

Ultimate Load

15.9 to 1.1 Mn

Ultimate Elastic Stiffness

52.1 to 5.7 Mn
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The load-strain and the Stress-strain graphs represent non linearity; therefore, elastic
stiffness and elastic modulus vary as a function of strain. The elastic stiffness of 0.3 - 2.4 mN
was determined at 0%-10% strain. The obtained data for posterior lens capsule was compared to
the anterior lens capsule data. The conclusion of the following experiment was that with the
increase in age the mechanical strength of the capsule decreases and at low strain region the
mechanical quality of both anterior and posterior lens capsule is similar concluding that the
mechanical effectiveness is proportional to the thickness of the lens capsule. This research was
used to assign the material properties in the ANSYS software to lens capsule which are
necessary for the static structural analysis.

1.4.3 Elastic constants of lens capsule
R.F Fisher [3] describes a technique in the study “Elastic Constants of Human Lens
Capsule”. This technique is used to determine the elasticity of human lens at the initial stages
that is at birth till the old age. In order to find the elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, thickness and stressstrain are required. Thickness of the capsule is the change in depth of focus between latex
spherules adhering was found out which is the difference between upper and lower surfaces of
the clamps where the capsule is placed. An apparatus was designed to calculate the Poisson’s
ratio. It is the change in thickness of capsule and height to which it rises when it is dispented in
isotonic saline. The dispented isotonic saline is also used to find the pressure volume relation that
the thickness of capsule increases with age till 60 years and then slightly decreases. Hook’s law
was observed till there was significant capsule rupture. Elastic constants obtained are represented
in table 3.
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Table 3
Elastic Constants Calculated Through the Experiment
Poisson’s ratio

0.47

Young’s Modulus

6 × 107 dyne/cm2 - 3 × 107 dyne/cm2

Ultimate Tensile Stress

2.3 × 107 dyne/cm2 – 0.7 × 107
dyne/cm2

Maximum Percent Elongation

29 % [Independent of age]

This research was used to understand the elasticity of the human lens capsule at the initial
stages of life and apply them in the analysis part. In the static structural analysis it is necessary to
assign the young’s modulus and poisson’s ratio when a new material is added to the module.
These important parameters were considered from this study.

1.4.4 Maximum force required for cutting the human soft tissue
P Valdastri, et al., [4] has discussed about the cutting forces required to deform the
human tissues in the study “A scalable platform for biomechanical studies of tissue cutting
forces”. For this study a scalpel which is force sensitive with vision system was used to evaluate
the biomechanical analysis of tissue cutting to help the surgeon during minimal invasive
intervention real time measurements of cutting force and precise visual information is used
which yields the biomechanical clues. For this study the soft porcine kidney tissue is chosen and
the cutting experiments were conducted. The depth of cut which is the total deformation plays an
important role to measure the cutting force subjected on the blade. To estimate the variation in
time for depth of cut, the force values attained were used to find the properties of tissue.
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According to the author, “The depth of cut was calculated as difference between total blade
length and instantaneous exposed blade side in the modular cutting apparatus,” [4]. This
apparatus consists of cutting force sensor, real time vision system and linear stage which were
designed and fabricated.
The system performed the microscopic cutting of tissue and simultaneously record both
force of cutting and penetration depth of the blade. To validate the above results several
experiments were conducted on the soft tissues using the triaxial force sensor, camera and linear
slider which moves in the vertical direction. During the sliding motion the cutting force and
depth of cut were recorded. These experimental results yield the force required to deform the
tissue.
The amount of force recorded on these tissues for deformation is:


Kidney Tissue: 25N Force for a thickness of 0.15mm [Maximum Force]. The reason for
this value of force as stated by the author is, “Due to thick external fibrous capsule
surrounding the tissues of kidney.” [4].

The author explains that the results are applicable to different soft tissues with a little
variation in force due to the different material properties of these soft tissues. The 25N is the
maximum value that has to be applied on any soft tissue of the human to precisely cut the tissue
without any rupture or fracture of the tissue.
This research was considered to validate the force that will be applied on the cutting
edge. In ANSYS software the lens capsule materials will be assigned and the cutting edge will be
subjected to a force that would help the cutting edge to completely penetrate the lens capsule.
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The value of the force obtained will be compared to the value of the force given in this research.
The cutting edge was designed in a way to make sure that it is rigid and has great mechanical
strength to not collapse or break when a maximum of 25N force is applied on it.
1.5 Literature Review on Previous Research
Van Heugten [5] has patented a capsulorrhexis device for the removal of lens capsule.
This device is a mechanical cutting edge made up of a vertical tube and a circular loop inserted
in it. A blade is attached at the end of the loop and as the circular loop is pushed out of the tube
inside the eye it reforms back to its original shape (circle). The blade is then penetrated into the
eye and the circular loop is retracted back into the tube. During the retraction it follows the
circular shape hence creating a circular opening in the lens capsule. A diameter of 5mm is
achieved and the capsulorrhexis is performed. Figure 2 explains the working of capsulorrhexis
device during insertion, on the lens and while extracting it out of lens. Here 12 is the outer tube
member, 11 is the super elastic member that forms the circular shape on insertion. 42 is the
circular cut created on the lens capsule 40. 14 is the cutting edge which creates the cut, it is sharp
and attached at the end of elastic rod. 38 is the corneal incision through which the device enters
into the eye.
The advantages of this design is the simple mechanism used for the cutting edge and the
disadvantage of the design is that when the circular loop is extracted back into the vertical tube
to create the opening, the lens loses its stability and because of the sensitivity of the child’s eye it
is hard for the surgeon to control the stability. It is not into use and is not manufactured due to its
limitations.
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Figure 2:

Detailed drawing of the capsulorrhexis procedure [5].
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Lehmer [6] has patented the “Anterior Capsular Punch with Deformable Cutting
Member”. Lehmer stated that, “The present invention is an anterior capsular incising apparatus
having a pair of crisscrossing arms hinged at a crisscross joint and each having a forward portion
and a rearward portion and a deformable circular cutting ring having a sharp bottom circular
cutting edge detachably mounted onto and between the forward portions of the pair of crisscross
arms.”, [6]. The concept of this design is to compress the cutting ring by squeezing the rearward
portions together into an elliptical shape and as it reaches the eye lens through a small opening
on the cornea it retains back its original shape of circle. Once the capsulorrhexis is performed the
cutting ring is again compressed to the elliptical shape and taken out of the eye.
In Figure 3, 100 represents for the anterior capsular incising apparatus. 16 represent the
elongated hollow shank that attaches the forward and backward portion. 18 hold the circular
blade. 12 is the squeezable handle present at the rearward portion. 14 is the lens capsule. 120 and
110 are the elongated arms with 128 and 118 being the handle portions for them. 106 is the
stopper strut which is attached to the handle and is optional. 116 and 126 are the clamp portions.
102 is the joint where both the arms are attached and 130 is the deformable cutting ring.

Figure 3:

Representation of the design [6].
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The advantage of this design is the ease with which the cutting edge can be collapsed into
elliptical shape and reform back into original shape because of its elastic properties and
mechanism. The disadvantage of this design is that when the rear ward parts are squeezed
together to obtain the elliptical shape, right force was hard to obtain for the surgeon just enough
to reduce it to 2.5mm. It is not into use and is not manufactured due to its limitations.
1.6 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2: Explains the design of the thesis with previous design iterations and final design
specifications.
Chapter 3: Deals with the static and structural analysis of the design to find optimal pressure that
is to be subjected on the cutting edge.
Chapter 4: Considers the material and manufacturing processes that would be suitable for the
production of cutting edge.
Chapter 5: Deals with conclusion of the research.
1.7 Objective
The purpose of this thesis is to design and create an intraocular instrument that can cut
the lens capsule and corneal endothelium (back surface of the cornea) in a controlled and
reproducible manner. At this time, laser assisted cataract surgery is used in many centers to
create this precise opening; however, this expensive tool is not accessible nor is it an efficient
way to complete this “cutting” step of the surgery. Hence a capsulorrhexis device has to be
created that would enable any surgeon to create a near perfect circular cut when penetrated on
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the lens capsule. To maintain the structural integrity of the cutting edge designed when a
maximum force of 25N is added on it, so it doesn’t deform or collapse inside the eye. An
appropriate material for this design should be determined with the manufacturing technique(s).
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGN
2.1 Design Process
To arrive at the final design the following steps were performed. The flow chart below
explains the step by step procedure in the design process.

Problem statement
Literature review on previous research

Develop an idea based on requirements

SolidWorks Modeling

Static Structural Analysis and
Simulation
3D printing to obtain builds

Testing

Final Results

Figure 4:

Flow chart on design process.
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2.2 Introduction of Design
Dr.Javaneh Abbasian, MD [Assistant professor of ophthalmology, UIC Medical center]
defined the need to create a simple low cost solution for the cutting step in cataract surgery. This
is typically done by the surgeon using a blade or automated lasers and requires a heavy skills set.
This complex cutting process was to be replaced by an efficient cutting edge which would be
used by the surgeons to precisely create an opening in the lens capsule of the natural lens. This is
currently not available in the market despite various patents published on this before.
The design of the cutting edge is created in SolidWorks [7]. The cutting edge has to be
circular with a diameter of 5mm and it should be collapsible to insert into a cartridge of
2.5mm.The cutting edge is first inserted into a cartridge. The cartridge is sent through the corneal
incision of 2.5mm into the eye. Once the cartridge enters the eye, the cutting edge is sent out of
the cartridge onto the lens capsule. During this process the collapsed cutting edge reforms to its
original shape with a diameter of 5mm. Once the cutting process is done by the newly designed
cutting edge, it is again sucked back into the cartridge and taken out of the eye through the
corneal incision. The cutting edge device has to be flexible, very precise (dimensionally), sharp
enough to cut the lens and not damage other tissues during this operation procedure.
2.3 Design Iterations
2.3.1 Design 1: Hollow cutting edge design with holder
The concept of this design as explained in Figure 5 is to create a circular cut on the lens
capsule using a cutting blade. Though this design could yield the end result of 5mm circular
cutting blade and blade being sharp enough to cut the lens capsule, it has limitations due to
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insertion of the cutting blade externally. The concept behind this design is that the cutting edge
above will be manufactured using an elastic material so it would be foldable. The total diameter
of the cutting edge is 5mm. When the ends of the cutting edge are brought closer to each other, it
folds into an elliptical shape of 2.5mm and will be inserted into the cartridge. As the cutting edge
is inserted on to the lens capsule, the ends move away and the cutting edge retains its original
shape. As the cutting edge settles on the capsule, a blade is inserted through the corneal incision
into the cutting edge through the slot provided. While travelling in the slot the blade takes the
shape of a circle, hence forming a circular blade of diameter 5mm. The holder is used to create a
punch on the capsule by the blade; vertical force of 24.7N is given to the holder so it would
move the cutting edge vertically on the capsule, creating an opening.
After the capsulorrhexis, the sinskey hook can be used to bring the flaps together and will
be withdrawn through the corneal incision.

Figure 5:

Hollow cutting edge design with holder.
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The limitation of this design is when a blade will be inserted into the slot when the
cutting edge is on the lens capsule, it might tear the capsule irregularly during its passage into the
slot while forming the circular shape. When you try to insert the blade into the cutting edge
externally, the cutting edge might move from its position making it difficult for the surgeon and
also complicating the surgery process.
In the future design, there should not be an external element adding to the present
assembly after the insertion of cutting edge on the lens capsule. The cutting edge should have all
its parts assembled together before it is inserted into the cartridge.

2.3.2 Design 2: Cutting edge with multiple spokes

The concept of this design as explained in Figure 6 and 7 is that of a cutting ring of 5mm
diameter having multiple spokes attached to it. During the insertion of the cutting edge into the
cartridge, the spokes come closer on folding and interlock with each other to stay in the elliptical
form till it is placed in the cartridge. The spokes have sharp edges, sharp enough to penetrate the
lens capsule which is a transparent membrane. As the cutting edge moves out of the cartridge on
to the lens the spokes move out of each other retaining its shape. When a force of 24.7N is added
on the cutting edge it creates an opening on the lens capsule. In this design the limitation of
Design 1 [Hollow cutting edge design with holder] was corrected as the design had the cutting
edge assembled together without using an external operation after the insertion.
The limitation of the following design is that the multiple spokes may be challenging as
the tears created in the capsule have a propensity to rip towards the equator due to equatorial
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forces. Four spokes meant four pressure points on the lens capsule as a result the capsule would
wobble making it hard for the surgeon to continue with the surgical procedure.

Figure 6:

Cutting edge design with multiple spokes

Figure 7:

Top view and trimetric view of design 2.
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The future design must not have multiple points on the lens capsule and should have a
complete circular shaped cutting edge element to avoid the quivering of the lens capsule.

2.3.3 Design 3: Cutting edge with moving blade

The concept of this design as explained in Figure 8 and 9 is it has a hollow cylinder
which contains the supporting ring and the supporting ring holds the cutting blade. The holder is
connected to the supporting ring, when the holder is displaced in a given direction the supporting
ring also tends to move in that direction with the cutting blade. The limitations of Design
1[Hollow cutting edge design with holder] and Design 2[Cutting edge with multiple spokes] are
corrected in this design by not having multiple points of contact with the lens capsule; one single
circular punch is created by applying pressure and eliminating the complexity of the surgery.
When the cutting edge is properly placed on the lens capsule, vertical pressure is exerted on the
holder which will push it downwards. The supporting ring also travels downwards with the
holder as they are connected to each other and the blade then creates a circular opening and after
the completion of process the holder is pulled upwards. By doing so the supporting ring and the
blade travels back to their original position.
The major limitation of this design is that the cutting edge cannot be collapsed to enter in
to the cartridge of 2.5mm. The circular blade, even if made with an elastic material, is hard to
collapse; it can only be elongated into an ellipse. The design has multiple moving layers that
move perpendicular to the lens capsule due to which folding the cutting edge is also a constraint.
The future design must have two semi circular blades that can collapse into 2.5mm
having an elliptical shape and when it is its original shape, it should form major part of a circle.
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Figure 8:

Cutting edge with moving blades.

Figure 9:

Design 3 before and after mechanism.
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2.4 Final Design: Intraocular Capsulorrhexis Instrument for Lens Capsule Removal
After understanding the limitations of the previously designed cutting edges and taking
inputs from each design, a new design was created that had a continuous cutting blade with no
multiple pressure points on the lens capsule. All the parts of the design are combined into one
single assembly which eliminates the situation where an external object or the cutting blade has
to be inserted through the corneal incisions to complete the cutting step. The design of the
cutting blade for this cutting edge is similar to the blade in Design 3[Cutting edge with moving
blade]. The concept of this design eliminates the need for folding the cutting edge, rather the
cutting edge collapses into an ellipse and reforms into its original shape of a circle without any
external pressure being applied to it.
Figure 10 is the top view of the final design of this thesis. Using the CAD software Solid
Works these designs were created. The total diameter of this design is 5mm and 3.97mm in
thickness. Figure 11 is the side view of the final design. Figure 12 represents the slots and
stoppers in the cutting edge. In this design we can see the hollow rings and the cutting blades.
The two curved cutting blades are attached to the two hollow rings assembled together to
complete a circle. During the manufacturing process, the parts will be manufactured separately
and assembled together which is challenging with the given dimensions of the cutting edge
discussed in this chapter.
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Figure 10:

Top view of the cutting edge design.

Figure 11:

Side view of the cutting edge design.
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Figure 12:

Representation of slots and stoppers.

2.4.1 Concept of the design
This design consists of two hollow rings and the curved blades are attached to the rings.
Each ring has two stoppers of varied height and same diameter. The design is hence divided into
two parts. Part 1 is represented in Figure 13 and Figure 14 and its design specifications are
explained in table 4.
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Figure 13:

Part 1 of cutting edge design.

Figure 14:

Representation of different parts in Part 1.
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Table 4
Dimensional Specifications of Part 1
Outer Diameter

2mm

Inner Diameter

1.5mm

Stopper Diameter

0.5mm

Stopper Height

1.2mm

Cutting edge Height

2.30mm

Slot Height

2.15mm

Part 2 is represented in Figure 15 and Figure 16. The dimension specifications of part 2
are explained in Table 5.

Figure 15:

Part 2 of cutting edge design.
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Figure 16:

Representation of different parts in part 2.
Table 5
Dimensional Specifications of Part 2

Outer Diameter

1.3mm

Inner Diameter

0.8mm

Stopper Diameter

0.5mm

Stopper Height

0.6mm

Cutting edge Height

2.7mm

Slot Height

2.5mm

A circle of 5mm diameter as represented in Figure 17 should collapse into an elliptical
shape without change in the major axis. The circle is divided into two semi circles; on applying
pressure they form two partial ellipses. These two partial ellipses combined together form the
complete ellipse which is the required collapsible form for the circular cutting edge.
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Figure 17:

Basic idea of the design.

Figure 18 represents the length of the arc for a semi circle with radius 2.5mm as 7.85mm.
This implies that for the semi circle to form an ellipse it has to collapse up to an angle of 42 ˚ in
the elliptical form as shown in the figure 19.

Figure 18:

Arc length of semi circle.
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Figure 19:

Arc length of partial ellipse up to an angle of 42º.

At an angle of 42º the semi circle bends to form the ellipse. As the arc length of the
ellipse with 2.5mm diameter at 42º is similar to the arc length of the semi circle. So, the parts
slide up to an angle of 42º in the respective directions to form the ellipse.
According to the concept of the design, the semi circular hollow rings are given a sliding
motion to travel till the required angle and form the elliptical shape. The Figure 20 and Figure 21
represent the semi circular part and the elliptical part after collapsing for part 1 and part 2
respectively.
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Figure 20:

Semi circle and partial ellipse form of part 1.

Figure 21:

Semicircle and partial ellipse form of part 2.
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2.4.2 Working mechanism
Figure 22 explains the working of the design. The stopper 3 and stopper 4 are associated
with part 1. Stopper 1 and stopper 2 are associated with part 2. For the semicircular parts to
collapse into an ellipse an external force has to be added on either side. The figure depicts the
area in which the horizontal force is applied.
In Figure 23, stopper 1 and stopper 4 are the moving parts whereas stopper 2 and stopper
3 are stationary. These parts move away from their position when a horizontal force is applied
from both the sides. These parts move up to an angle of 42º to form an elliptical shape. The slots
play an important role in this design process. The slots are provided till an angle of 42º, this
helps the stoppers to not exceed any further and to form the ellipse with the correct dimension.

Figure 22:

Working mechanism.
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Figure 23:

Isometric view of part 2 representing slots.

The first step of the mechanism starts with applying an external force on the cutting edge
as shown in Figure 24. The Stopper 1 moves in the direction away from stopper 3 and
simultaneously stopper 4 moves away from stopper 2 forming the elliptical shape. The figure 24
also explains the working in process when both the stoppers travelled half way.
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Figure 24:

Parts travelled half way before collapsing.

As the stopper 3 and stopper 4 come to the end of the slots and cannot move forward then
the system is locked in an elliptical shape as shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25:

Cutting edge collapsed in to ellipse.

The collapsed cutting edge with 2.5mm diameter is inserted into a cartridge which has a
2.5mm opening. The cartridge is then inserted into the eye though the corneal incisions. When
the cartridge is inside the eye, the cutting edge is pushed onto the lens capsule from the cartridge
and the cartridge is taken out of the eye. When the cutting edge is moved out of the cartridge, it
reforms back to its original shape with a diameter of 5mm.
Figure 26 shows the process in which the cutting edge retains back its shape. The stopper
1 and stopper 4 travels back as the hollow rings are elastic and have the tendency to get back to
their original form. They travel to the maximum distance possible and hence forming a circle of
5mm diameter.
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Figure 26:

Parts retaining their original shape.

Figure 27 explains the cutting edge in its original circular form. During the whole
process, the blades move along the hollow rings and in the direction of their respective hollow
ring. While the cutting edge is ejected out of the cartridge and before it reaches the lens capsule,
it attains its original shape due to which other tissues are not being affected or damaged by the
cutting blade. Once the cutting blade is properly placed on the lens capsule, force is applied on
the cutting edge perpendicular to the capsule, creating an opening. After the cutting process is
complete the cutting edge is compressed and sucked back in to the cartridge and out of the lens.
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Figure 27:

Parts in their original circular shape.

2.4.3 Limitation
The major limitation of this design as explained in Figure 28 is that the cutting blade does
not form a complete circle, due to which there would be a problem to create complete circular
opening of the capsule.
To overcome this limitation, the idea of a circular ring is developed, which is provided on
the side of the cutting ring as shown in Figure 29. The Sinskey hook which is used for
manipulation of lens and lens dialing can hold the cutting edge through the circular ring and the
surgeon can rotate the cutting edge one time to finish the complete circle. By doing so a circular
opening created on the lens capsule achieving perfect capsulorrhexis.
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Figure 28:

Representing the cutting blade.

Figure 29:

Cutting edge design with the ring.
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Hence, the final design is created over coming the limitations. The next step in the design
process is to find the appropriate material for the cuttign edge, perform static structural analysis
to calcualate the force required to penetarte the lens and see if the cuttign edge can withstand that
force without deformations. The next step after the analysis is to manufacture the device.
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CHAPTER 3
3. STATIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
3.1 Introduction of Analysis
Static Structural analysis was performed using ANSYS [8] on the design to determine the
optimum force that is to be applied on the cutting edge to have the required amount of
deformation on the lens capsule. For the analysis purpose, a lens capsule is designed and
assembled with the cutting edge as represented in Figure 30.

Figure 30:

Cutting edge design with lens capsule.

The material considered for the Cutting edge is Stainless steel and for the lens capsule
material properties were considered from the literature review. The material properties assigned
in ANSYS for static structural analysis are represented in Figure 31 and Figure 32.
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Figure 31:

Material specifications of lens capsule [7].

Figure 32:

Material specifications of cutting edge material stainless steel [7].

The thickness of the lens capsule is 0.15mm and diameter of the lens capsule is 10mm.
Lens Capsule is assumed to be fixed in the analysis hence giving it the fixed support. Force is
being applied on the cutting edge perpendicular to the lens capsule. It is a distributed load on the
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complete part. A frictionless contact is created between the cutting edge and the lens capsule.
The force applied and fixed supports are represented in Figure 33.

Figure 33:

Direction of force.

Different forces were applied on the cutting edge to find the maximum force. As the force
is applied, cutting edge penetrates the lens capsule. This penetration is called the depth of cut and
In the ANSYS software depth of cut is the value of the total deformation on the lens capsule
when subjected to load. The maximum force is attained when the depth of cut of the lens capsule
is equal to the thickness of the lens capsule. From the analysis performed at different values of
force on cutting edge, the total deformation and equivalent stress on the lens capsule were
recorded. The different parameters tested by variation of the pressure are mentioned in Table 6.
As the thickness of the lens capsule is 0.15mm and at a force of 24.7 N, the total
deformation observed in the lens capsule is 0.15mm as represented in Figure 34, which implies
that the cutting edge is completely penetrating the lens capsule at this force. From Figure 35, the
ultimate stress observed in the Lens capsule material is 2.3E + 06 Pa and the ultimate stress
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observed on the lens capsule when a force of 24.7 N applied on the cutting edge is 4.67 Pa
[Maximum stress] which is within limits of the ultimate stress.
Table 6
Static Structural Analysis Results

Figure 34:

Force

Total Deformation

Equivalent Stress

(N)

(Maximum) mm

(Minimum, Maximum) Pa

11.2 N

6.815e (-10) m =0.03mm

(2.24e(-5), 2.12)

22.5 N

8.045e(-11) m =0.13mm

(4.48e(-5), 4.2)

24.7 N

8.85e(-11) m = 0.15mm

(4.93e(-5), 4.67)

27 N

9.65e (-11) m =0.16mm

(5.38e(-5), 5.1)

Total deformation of lens capsule at 24.7N.
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Figure 35:

Equivalent Stress of lens capsule at 24.7N.
3.2 Validation of the Maximum Force

Referring to the paper by P Valdastri, et al., [6], the cutting force required to cut the soft
tissue of kidney of 0.15mm thickness is 25N depending on the tissue and its structure. According
to the FEM analysis of the cutting edge and lens capsule of 0.15mm thickness in ANSYS
software, the cutting force required to cut the lens capsule is 24.7 N. The two results are
comparable and suggest that the maximum force required to cut the lens capsule without
rupturing it is 24.7 N.
3.3 Structural Integrity of Cutting Edge
To maintain the structural integrity, the cutting edge should not break or deform when a
maximum force of 24.7N is applied on it and should successfully penetrate the lens capsule. For
this purpose the stresses on the cutting edge were found to check if the value of stress is more
than its ultimate yield strength.
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The equivalent stress obtained on the cutting edge when a force of 24.7N is added on the
cutting edge is 133.3 Pa [Maximum stress] and 0.17 Pa [Minimum stress]. From Figure 36, the
ultimate stress required to deform the cutting edge material stainless steel is 2.07E + 08 Pa which
is more than the equivalent stress obtained from the 24.7 N force applied. This proves that the
structural integrity is maintained and the cutting edge will not break or collapse inside the eye
with the given load.

Figure 36:

Equivalent stress on the cutting edge at 24.7 N.
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CHAPTER 4
4. MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURING PROCESS
4.1 Introduction
Stainless steel 304 is the suggested material for the cutting edge. It is one of the most apt
materials for manufacturing of medical devices in general. It can be produced in any shape. It is
price efficient when compared to other metals like titanium and it offers unique material
distinctiveness. Aspects like resistance towards high corrosion and less carbon content make this
material reasonable for this purpose.
In this thesis each idea is manufactured using 3D printing to attain the builds and understand
their working with stability. For this thesis the builds were manufactured using the Sinterstation
HiQ series SLS systems, PROJET Machine and Dimension Elite Machine.

4.1.1 PROJET and dimension elite machine
The initial builds for this thesis were produced using the Projet 3000 HD and Dimension
Elite. The materials used for 3D printing using this machine are UV Activated Acrylic and Wax
support material.
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Figure 37:

PROJET HD 3000 machine used to build 3D prints.
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Figure 38:

Dimension elite machine.

The prototype of the design 1[Hollow Cutting Edge Design with Holder] is 3D printed
using the PROJET and Dimension elite machines present at Northern Illinois University. At first.
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the build was printed to larger scales to test the concept and after its successful working another
build with the correct scale of 5mm was printed.

Figure 39:

Design 1 build at larger scale.
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Figure 40:

Design 1 build with 5mm dimension and stainless steel blade.

4.1.2 Sinterstation HiQ series SLS systems
For the present thesis, the builds were also produced in the Sinterstation machine
represented in Figure 41, using the Selective Laser Sintering process. The material used for the
builds is DuraForm® PA which is a Polyamide (nylon) composite. Using the CAD files this
machine can produce casting patterns, tools and metal or plastic parts. This process does not
require finishing, machining or tooling after printing. The 30 watt CO2 laser with standard beam
delivery system is used in the HiQ system which has a maximum scan speed of 5m/sec. To attain
high speed and more productivity a HiQ + HS system is used with 100 watt CO 2 laser with high
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speed Celerity with a maximum scan speed of 10m/sec. The input for this machine is in the .STL
format and the SLS system software is used in this machine. The high quality of the end product
is a result of the automatic thermal control during the process by the system where the build
temperature is observed accurately throughout the process.
These builds were used for testing the cutting edge and check if the functionality was
obtained using this design, but we couldn’t attain the prints with 5mm dimensions due to the
limitations in tolerance in the machine hence the prints were fabricated at larger scales. It was
important to get the 5mm parts printed but due to limited time and resources we couldn’t attain
them. Figure 42 represents the 3D printed part.
As the material used to manufacture the cutting edge is Nylon composite, the cutting
blades could not be sharpened. Due to which the cutting edge could not be used for testing. To
solve this problem a slot was designed in the cutting blades as shown in Figure 43 and Figure 44,
where a stainless steel blade was inserted.
Figure 45 represents the 3D printed prototype of cutting edge with the slots. As shown
the slots of 0.46mm are fixed with stainless steel blade of the same thickness. Two stainless steel
blades of different lengths are cut and set into the slots to take the curved shape. As the thickness
is same, when the blades are fixed they do not kink and take the shape of the slot perfectly. For
better understanding of the design and its constraints, the cutting edge is initially manufactured
to larger scales.
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Figure 41:

Sinterstation HiQ series SLS systems machine for 3D prints.
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Figure 42:

Prototype of the cutting edge design.

Figure 43:

Cutting edge design with slot in cutting blade.
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Figure 44:

Isometric view of cutting blade with slot.

Figure 45:

3D print of cutting edge with stainless steel blade.
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4.2 Manufacturing Techniques
In the present thesis the objective was to design a cutting edge that can efficiently
perform capsulorrhexis and also determine the appropriate manufacturing process to make the
cutting edge cost effective and easy to manufacture.
As the design of the “Intraocular Capsulorrhexis instrument for cataract removal” has
different dimensional values and different parts assembled together. Some of these parts have
dimensions as small as 0.25mm, which makes the manufacturing a huge challenge. These days
there are laser based manufacturing processes that use additive manufacturing techniques to
manufacture intricate designs with great finishing. The Direct Metal Laser Sintering process
which is similar to selective laser sintering can be used in the manufacturing of this design.
There is also traditional manufacturing method like Injection Molding which can be used for
mass production and can also fabricate complex components.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
In the present thesis of “Cutting edge design for lens capsule removal,” cutting edge
design is created which is used to perform the capsulorrhexis in the cataract surgery. The cutting
edge design with a diameter of 5mm is a rigid circular device that can be collapsed into 2.5mm
diameter when acted upon by an external force. This collapsed cutting edge is inserted into the
cartridge which is used in the insertion of cutting edge into the cornea. The cutting edge designed
in the CAD software Solid works has sharp cutting blades attached to it which penetrate the lens
capsule when force is exerted on it perpendicular to the lens capsule, hence creating an opening
in the capsule.
To find the optimum force that is to be subjected on the cutting edge, static structural
analysis is performed in ANSYS software. A force of 24.7 N is required to create the opening on
the lens capsule without rupturing or fracturing the capsule. To validate the results obtained from
the FEM analysis, the value of force is compared with the amount of force obtained from the
study “A scalable platform for biomechanical studies of tissue cutting forces” by P Valdastri, et
al. When the cutting edge was subjected to this force the stress values were recorded and these
values indicate that the cutting edge will not deform when subjected to this force as the ultimate
yield strength of cutting edge is higher than the equivalent stress obtained through analysis. After
the analysis, the cutting edge is manufactured using 3D printing [Selective Laser Sintering] to
larger scales but smaller scale was not possible. Other manufacturing techniques that could yield
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better results were suggested. The future work related to this thesis is to manufacture the cutting
edge device with stainless steel material and testing the cutting edge device on the eye lens of a
pig.
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